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Abstract. We have analyzed high time resolution (³6 s)
data during the onset and the decay phase of several
energetic (³35 keV) ion events observed near the Earth's
bow shock by the CCE/AMPTE and IMP-7/8 spacecraft, during times of intense substorm/geomagnetic
activity. We found that forward energy dispersion at the
onset of events (earlier increase of middle energy ions)
and/or a delayed fall of the middle energy ion ¯uxes at
the end of events are often evident in high time
resolution data. The energy spectra at the onset and
the decay of this kind of events show a characteristic
hump at middle (50±120 keV) energies and the angular
distributions display either anisotropic or broad forms.
The time scale of energy dispersion in the ion events
examined was found to range from several seconds to
1 h depending on the ion energies compared and on
the rate of variation of the Interplanetary Magnetic
Field (IMF) direction. Several canditate processes are
discussed to explain the observations and it is suggested
that a rigidity dependent transport process of magnetospheric particles within the magnetosheath is most
probably responsible for the detection of this new type
of near bow shock magnetospheric ion events. The new
class of ion events was observed within both the
magnetosheath and the upstream region.
Key words. Interplanetary physics (energetic particles;
planetary bow shocks)

1 Introduction
The terrestrial magnetosphere has been known for many
years to be an important source of energetic (³30 keV)
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ions in the magnetosheath (Williams et al., 1988; Kudela
et al., 1992; Paschalidis et al., 1994; Karanikola et al.,
1999) and the near Earth interplanetary space (Sarris
et al., 1978; Anagnostopoulos et al., 1986; 1999). It is
also known that dierent estimations for the extent of
contribution of the magnetospheric ion population in
the magnetosheath and the upstream region have been
postulated (Scholer et al., 1981; Anagnostopoulos et al.,
1986). It has been suggested that acceleration of solar
wind ions at or near the bow shock, is another principal
source, beside the magnetospheric one, that can explain
the presence of energetic ions.
Shock drift acceleration (SDA) successfully explains
some of the ®eld aligned beams (FABs) of ions in the
upstream region and some of the ion events displaying
double peaked anisotropies in the magnetosheath at
energies from some keV up to a few MeV (Giacalone,
1992; Anagnostopoulos and Kaliabetsos, 1994). These
ion events are observed near the quasi-perpendicular
side of the bow shock.
Diusive (Fermi) acceleration was proposed as an
explanation for an ion population with broad angular
distribution often observed at positions magnetically
connected with the quasi-parallel (dawn) side of the bow
shock (Lee, 1982; Ellison et al., 1990; Scholer et al.,
1992); this population is often called ``diuse'' (Gosling
et al., 1978). However, since energetic ions of magnetospheric origin after their leakage in the upstream region
can scatter at magnetic waves and produce ``diuse''
type distributions as well (Sibeck et al., 1988), we will
refer to this population by the more general and neutral
term ``broad angular distribution'' (BAD).
The new point of the present study comes from the
analysis of high time (6 s) resolution data during the
onset and the decay phase of energetic ion events. We
found evidence that the BAD ion events, when observed
during times of intense substorm/geomagnetic activity,
often show at the onset phase earlier increase in the high
energy ion intensities than in the lower energy ion
intensities (forward energy dispersion). Furthermore,
longer ¯ux-time pro®les of higher energy ions were
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detected not only at the onset, but also during the decay
phase of the ion events. The energy dispersion of the ion
intensities at the onset and at the end of the near bow
shock ion events is related to a special kind of energy
spectrum showing a peak at medium energies.
2 Observations
We present observations which are representative of a
special kind of magnetospheric ion events in the vicinity
of the Earth's bow shock. The ®rst series of events we
will discuss (A: November 1, 1984) concerns a compressed magnetosphere and it has already attracted the
interest of a great number of authors (Baker et al., 1988;
Sibeck et al., 1988; Ipavich et al., 1988; Takahashi et al.,
1988); we further elaborate this period in order to
emphasize the importance of using high time resolution
(6 s) to discover this new kind of magnetospheric ion
events near the bow shock.
The second period (B: November 9, 1975) was chosen
to contain information which improves the possibility of
generalizing the conclusions from the analysis of the ion
events on November 1, 1984. For instance, the November 1975 upstream event: (a) extends the time scale of
the forward velocity dispersion up to 1 h (instead of
seconds in case A; (b) demonstrates that the new picture
of the upstream ion events is valid in the magnetosheath
as well, and (c) shows that north±south IMF turnings
can produce similar upstream and downstream ion
characteristics as for the dawn±dusk turnings.
The observations presented in this section are from
the charged particle instruments and the magnetometers
on board the spacecraft CCE/AMPTE and IMP-8.
Since the description of these instruments has been
presented in a series of our previous papers (Anagnostopoulos et al., 1986; Paschalidis et al., 1994, and
references therein), we will not repeat it here.
2.1 The November 1, 1984 ion events
Figure 1 shows high time (6 s) resolution magnetic ®eld
and ion data from the CCE spacecraft for the time
interval 0648±0700 UT on November 1, 1984. During
that interval CCE observed two upstream events: the
event marked a and the onset of the event marked b.
The inset in Fig. 1 displays the projections of the
spacecraft CCE/AMPTE, IMP-8 and of the geostationary spacecraft 1984-037 on the ecliptic plane at
1720 UT, on November 1, 1984. Also displayed in
the same ®gure are the assumed positions of the bow
shock and of the magnetopause at that time.
Figure 1 shows that the CCE spacecraft left the
magnetosheath at 0649:50 UT and that after that time it
detected small increases of low energy (35±71 keV) ion
intensities. A variation of the IMF direction from
u  90 toward the radial direction at later times was
accompanied by the appearance of strong upstream ion
and wave activity. The onset of the 49±71 keV and 115±
215 keV ion ¯uxes was detected by CCE at 0651 UT,
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whereas the onset of the 35±45 keV ions was detected
40 s later, at 0651:40 UT, displaying a clear forward
energy (velocity) dispersion (abbreviated: FED/FVD).
The 49±71 keV and the 115±215 keV ions show a peakto-background ¯ux ratio p/b ³ 100 and p/b ³ 6 respectively, at the onset. These onsets were detected upstream
from a quasi-perpendicular region of the bow shock as
implied from the stable pro®le of the shock and the
direction of the magnetic ®eld (almost perpendicular to
the Sun±Earth line). The 35±49 keV ions appeared at the
time of a major variation of the IMF longitude
(0652 UT) and reached a peak-to-background ratio
p/b as high as 18 within a short time period of 20 s.
Although a better time resolution of the data would
have given more reliable results, it looks as though the
35±49 keV ion enhancement precedes the appearance of
the upstream magnetic ®eld turbulence, which was
observed after 0652 UT; we note that such behavior
was also con®rmed for the other two upstream events
marked b in Fig. 1 and c in Fig. 3.
As long as the IMF longitude was changing, the ¯ux
level of the low energy (35±49 keV) ions after the
appearance of the waves increased only slightly, i.e. a
factor of 2 with respect to the ion ¯ux at 0652 UT.
Therefore, we conclude that the wave activity aected
the ¯ux level of the low energy ions a little or, perhaps,
not at all. Such a small ¯ux increase associated with the
appearance of waves suggests that the low energy ions
after 06:52 UT most probably have the same source as
the ions observed at 06:52 UT. As a consequence of the
generation of the wave activity, the angular distributions
altered and showed a BAD type ion event at that time
(Sibeck et al., 1988; their Fig. 6).
The middle energy ions reached high ¯ux levels with a
p/b ratio as high as ³100 (1000) before (after) 06:52 UT.
In contrast to the ¯at top of the low energy ions, the
higher (³115 keV) energy ion ¯uxes increased monotonically from the beginning of the event to
0652:30 UT. (Here we should note that if only the
35±49 keV and the high 215±407 keV ion channels were
compared, they would give the impression of inverse
velocity dispersion).
The appearance of the middle energy (49±215 keV)
ions before the appearance of the lower energy ions (35±
49 keV) and of the wave activity, and the detection of
lower p/b values in the lowest energy channel (35±
49 keV) suggest that Fermi acceleration is not a source
of the higher energy ions (49±215 keV) up to 0652 UT.
Furthermore, the presence of higher energy ions cannot
be attributed to shock drift acceleration (SDA) for the
following reasons: (a) SDA can accelerate ions up to
energies E ³ 10 keV only in the presence of a solar
ambient energetic particle population (Anagnostopoulos and Kaliabetsos, 1994; Anagnostopoulos, 1994),
which does not seem to be the case for the time period
considered; (b) SDA cannot explain ion enhancements
with ratio p/b as high as ³100 (1000) like the ones
observed by CCE before (after) 06:52 UT (see Discussion); and (c) SDA produces at best <10 peak-tobackground ¯ux ratio at energies E ³ 50 keV (Anagnostopoulos and Kaliabetsos, 1994).
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Fig. 1. High time resolution (6 s) magnetic ®eld and energetic ion data for the
upstream event a as detected by CCE. The
projection of positions of the spacecraft
CCE/AMPTE, IMP-8 and 1984-037 on the
plane XSE = 0 on November 1, 1984
(1715 UT), is shown in the inset. The ion
¯uxes in the middle energy channels (49±
215 keV) rise in general earlier than the
lowest energy channel (35±49 keV) displaying forward velocity dispersion at the onset

The information about the high (³115 keV) energy
ions at the beginning of the event (FVD, high peak-tobackground ratios, absence of magnetic turbulence) are
consistent with the leakage of magnetospheric ions
(Anagnostopoulos et al., 1986, 1999). Furthermore, the
stable ¯ux-time pro®le of the low energy ions and the
variable pro®le of the high energy ions during the main
phase of the event (a) are consistent with similar
behavior of energetic ions within the magnetosphere
(Krimigis et al., 1995). We conclude that the whole
behavior of energetic ions observed by CCE to the
middle of the event can be well explained in terms of the
leakage model for magnetospheric ions (Sibeck et al.,
1988; Baker et al., 1988).
The distinct burst-like pro®le toward the end of the
upstream event (a), i.e., after 0656:45 UT, is not

related to a variation of the direction of the IMF and it
extends after the disappearance of the wave activity;
Fermi acceleration, therefore, cannot account for the
appearance of ions at that time. On the contrary, this
ion burst is well correlated in time with the onset of a
substorm injection event detected by the geostationary
spacecraft 1984-037 (Baker et al., 1988; their Fig. 3).
Since a substorm injection event controls the upstream
¯ux behavior at energies E ³ 35 keV, it is implied that
the magnetosphere was also the source of the low energy
(³35 keV) upstream ions during that time period. A few
seconds after the appearance of the ion burst, at 0657:20
UT, the IMF rotated signi®cantly from u  180 toward
larger longitudes (u  220) and the ®eld lines passing by
CCE moved much farther from the dawn magnetopause
(towards the bow shock). As a result of the magnetic
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®eld recon®guration, a depression in the ion ¯ux was
detected by the spacecraft. This depression was observed
at lower energies ®rst, while the middle (115±215 keV)
and the high (215±407 keV) energy ion ¯ux continued to
increase.
The appearance of energetic ions in the absence of
upstream waves and the longer duration of the highenergy ion pro®le at the end of the event is not
consistent with Fermi acceleration. The large ratio p/b
(³400) of the ³49 keV ions is not consistent with
previous observations (Anagnostopoulos and Kaliabetsos, 1994) and theoretical predictions of SDA (see
Discussion). However, all of these characteristics are
consistent with a magnetospheric source for the upstream ions (Anagnostopoulos and Kaliabetsos, 1994).
Furthermore, the magnetospheric origin of the upstream
ions is greatly supported by the good correlation of the
upstream and the magnetospheric ion observations (i.e.
the correlation of a distinct upstream burst with a
substorm injection event in the nightside magnetosphere
at 0656:45 UT). Finally, a comparison of the magnetic
®eld and of the energetic ion observations suggests that
the upstream magnetic ®eld wave activity ceases simultaneously with the fall of the low energy ¯uxes at the
pre-event level and presumably suggests that leaking
magnetospheric/magnetosheath ions of low energies
produced the wave activity.
Figure 1 shows that a variation of the IMF longitude
at 0659 UT was followed by the appearance of the
upstream event (b) and of wave activity. At the position
of CCE the ions of higher energies arrived ®rst and the
ions of lower energies some seconds later, displaying
again FVD. The time delay between the onset of the 35±
49 keV and 49±71 keV ions is £20 s. FVD in the absence
of upstream waves cannot be explained in terms of
Fermi acceleration nor in terms of shock drift acceleration, because of the high peak-to-background ratio
R  140 of the ion ¯uxes.
In Fig. 2a we display ion spectra in the energy range
30±300 keV during three successive time periods: (1) a
pre-event interval (0648:33±0649:32 UT), (2) the onset
phase of the middle (49±115 keV) energy ions (0651:01±
0651:19 UT), and (3) the onset phase of the low energy
(35±49 keV) ions (0651:49-0652:02 UT). A hump at
middle energies is evident from this ®gure during the
second period (2). During period (3) the energy spectrum takes a power law shape (j  Eÿc ), with a spectral
index c = 5.1. In Fig. 2b spectra for the plateau phase
of the low energy ion event and the bottom panel
displays spectra for the decay phase are displayed. We
see that a hump at middle energies of the spectrum is
evident at the end of the event as in the case of the onset
phase. We also see that a variety of spectral shapes
were detected throughout the event and that some ion
spectra resemble the spectra seen by the ISEE spacecraft
and reported by Ipavich et al. (1981) and Anderson
(1981).
Figures 3, 4 and 5 show observations for the
upstream event (c). Figure 3 was constructed in the
same way as Fig. 1. From Fig. 3 it is evident that the
energetic ions display FVD at the onset of event (c), with
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a delay of 30±40 s between the onset of the 35±49 keV
and the 49±71 keV ions. The upstream ion activity at the
onset precedes the wave activity, as in the cases of the
upstream events (a) and (b), and is consistent with a
magnetospheric source for the energetic ions. After the
onset of the event, the energetic (³35 keV) ion ¯uxes
remained nearly stable for 4 min, and then, at 0719,
increased.
Pitch angle distributions of the ion intensities after
the relative ¯ux increase at 0719 are shown in Fig. 4 as a
function of energy; the solid rhombus in this ®gure
correspond to ions with pitch angles 120  h  180 ,
streaming in the Sunward direction, and the open circles
correspond to the ions with pitch angles 0  h  60 ,
streaming in the Earthward direction. During the time
interval examined in Fig. 4 (0720±0724 UT) the IMF
was radial and turbulent and the CCE spacecraft was
found near an almost parallel bow shock front. The
observations of Fig. 4 suggest that there exist two
dierent ion populations upstream from the quasiparallel bow shock: (1) a BAD ion population at
energies E  10 keV and (2) an ion population forming a FAB at energies E  10 keV; the ¯ux ratio of the
sunward and of the earthward streaming ions are found
to be q  1 at energies 10  E  100 keV and
q  100 at energies E  10 keV.
Figure 5a shows the energy spectrum of a population
escaping between 0710±0713 UT upstream from a quasiperpendicular region of the bow shock, and Fig. 5b the
spectrum of an ion population observed between 0716±
0719 UT when the spacecraft connected with a variety
of bow shock structures (from almost perpendicular to
almost parallel) due to a varying IMF direction (Fig. 1);
in Fig. 5b the spectrum of Fig. 5a (open circles) is also
displayed. By comparing the spectra of Fig. 5b we see
that a peak at 6 keV is a common feature of both
spectra. From these spectra we conclude that a lowenergy ion population was escaping at those times,
upstream from the bow shock, under a variety of IMF
directions and bow shock structures. Since the
E  6 keV ion population was highly anisotropic
along the IMF (data not shown in the ®gure) and not
dependent on the IMF direction/bow shock structure,
we infer that this is more consistent with leakage of
magnetosheath superthermal ions from an ion source
downstream of the bow shock whose density is independent of the angle hBn (Tanaka et al., 1983; Williams
et al., 1988), than with bow shock acceleration (Ipavich
et al., 1988). We point out that ®eld aligned beams of
higher energy (³50 keV) ions were observed at the onset
of all the three November 1, 1984, upstream events of
Figs. 1 and 3 (2  q  8) and at times of intensity
enhancements throughout the events (for instance
8  q  15 at 0652 UT and 40  q  100 at
0715 UT) as implied from Fig. 6 of Sibeck et al.
(1988).
Figure 5c shows the ion spectra detected between
0720±0724 UT, when the IMF was radial and the
spacecraft connected with a quasi-parallel region of
the bow shock, and the spectrum shown in Fig. 5a. By
comparing the 0720±0724 UT spectrum with the 0716±
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Fig. 2a±c. Successive ion spectra during
the onset a, the main b and the decay phase
c of the upstream event (a). A variety of
spectral shapes are seen ranging between
one with a distinct hump at middle energies
(at the very onset and decay phase) and
another displaying a power law form in the
whole energy range from 30 to 300 keV.
The series of the spectra re¯ect dierent
stages in the leakage process of magnetospheric ions due to the IMF variation

0719 UT can be inferred a remarkable change of the
spectral shape of the  10 keV ion population after
0720 UT.
Mobius (1990) noted that the upstream 0717±0725
UT ion spectrum is softer than the magnetospheric
0700±0710 UT spectrum at energies E  200 keV and he
doubted the argument of Baker et al. (1988) and Sibeck
et al. (1988) in favor of a magnetopsheric origin of
upstream ions at those times. However, there are several

processes which in¯uence the shape of the spectrum of
the leaking ions and that can produce a softer spectrum
in the upstream region than the magnetospheric one;
such processes are i.e., the energy-dependent drifting of
ions moving within the magnetosphere (Takahashi and
Iyemori, 1989; Paschalidis et al., 1994), a rigidity
dependent propagation of ions within the magnetosheath (Anagnostopoulos et al., 1995, 1999) and the
in¯uence of the bow shock on the escaping ions
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Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for the upstream
event (c). Notice that the onset of the
middle energies was detected a little earlier
than the onset in the lowest energy channel.
The normal line B1 indicates the time of
onset of the substorm injection event B and
suggests the magnetospheric origin of the
¯ux increase at that time

(Krimigis et al., 1985). Furthermore, after 0720 UT
the following variations have been con®rmed: (a) a
distinct injection event at the nightside geostationary
orbit (Baker et al., 1988; Plate 1, Fig. 3 and 4, and their
description in the text), (b) a relaxation of the dayside
magnetopause compression (Baker et al., 1988; their
Fig. 4), (c) ¯ux and spectral variation of energetic ions
in the upstream region (Figs. 3 and 5) and (d) a
relativistic (E  220 keV) electron burst upstream from
the bow shock, at the position of IMP-8 (Sibeck et al.,
1988). These observations suggest that the upstream
spectral variations seen by CCE at 0720 UT are well
related to a global change of the Earth's magnetosphere
at that time, and further con®rm that the observations
are consistent with a magnetospheric origin for the
upstream ions. Moreover, from the data at 0720 UT
we conclude that the spacecraft detected a sudden
spectral variation of the energetic ion population almost

simultaneously all over the magnetosphere and the
upstream region (Baker et al., 1988) and that, therefore,
a comparison between the 0700±0710 UT and the 0717±
0725 UT ion spectra most probably fails.
2.2 The ion event on November 9, 1975
In Fig. 6 we show magnetic ®eld and energetic ion data
obtained by IMP-8 between 1700±2100 UT on November 9, 1975; the magnetic ®eld data were collected from
the Goddard Space Flight Center magnetometer and the
energetic ion data are from the EPE/NOAA and the
CPME/APL instruments. In the same ®gure we also
show the position of the spacecraft (inset in the top
panel). Figure 7 shows the auroral electrojet indices for
the whole day November 9, 1975. From Figs. 6 and 7 we
conclude that IMP-8 crossed the Earth's bow shock at
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1800 UT while a series of intense substorms were in
progress.
Figure 6 shows that the spacecraft left the magnetosheath, crossed the bow shock and entered the inter-

planetary space while (1700±1820 UT) the direction
of the magnetic ®eld changed from a true southward
direction (h  ÿ60 ) toward the solar ecliptic plane
(h  0 ). During that time interval the magnetosheath
®eld lines approached the magnetopause. As long as the
®eld lines turned toward the XSE = 0 plane, ions of
energies 290±500 keV appeared at the position of IMP-8
®rst, at 1730 UT, and 50±220 keV ions much later,
after a period of 40 min. The counting rates of the
290±500 keV remained for 2 h at an almost constant
level, whereas the low energy ion counting rates were
strongly dependent on the elevation angle h of the IMF
(notice the pro®le of the shaded areas). The dependence
of the low energy (50±220 keV) ion intensity on the IMF
elevation angle h is examined in detail in the next two
®gures.
Figure 8 displays high time resolution (20 s) data of
the 50±220 keV counting rate (solid line) and of the IMF
elevation angle h (solid circles) for the 2-h time interval
between 1800±20 UT. From Fig. 8 we see that the 50±
220 keV ion intensities become in general highest (i.e.,
R  10 counts/s) when the angle h varies in the range
 ÿ 8  h  17 (the range between the horizontal
dashed lines in Fig. 8). For instance, the most intense
50±220 keV ion bursts were observed during the time
intervals B, D, F, H and L (indicated by normal dashed
lines in Fig. 8), while the IMF elevation angle ranged
between 8 and 17 . In contrast, the 50±220 keV ions
show, in general, low intensities (or even remain at the

Fig. 5a±c. Energy spectra for three dierent time periods between
0710±0724 UT on November 1, 1984. A ®eld aligned beam of low
energy ions is seen either alone, upstream from the quasi-perpendic-

ular bow shock a or along with a broad angular distribution ion
population of higher energies, upstream from the quasi-parallel bow
shock b±c

Fig. 4. Dierential intensity as a function of energy for protons
streaming in the Earthward (open circles) and the Sunward (diamonds)
direction during a time period of a radial interplanetary magnetic ®eld
connecting with a quasi-parallel bow shock front. The pitch angle
distributions suggest the simultaneous detection of two types of
proton population: (1) a ®eld aligned beam at low (£10 keV)
energies, and (2) a population with broad angular distributions at
higher (³10 keV) energies
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Fig. 7. The auroral electrojet indeces for the day 313, 1975. The solid
bar toward the end of the magnetic storm indicates a time interval
during which forward velocity dispersion of leaking magnetospheric
ions was detected by IMP-8 (Fig. 6)

Fig. 6. Magnetic ®eld and energetic ion data, the position of IMP-8
and characteristic angular distributions for the time interval indicated
in Fig. 6. The ¯ux of low energy ions are strongly correlated with the
direction of the IMF throughout the event. The high energy
magnetospheric ions arrived at the position of IMP-8 ®rst, and the
low energy ions later (forward velocity dispersion), after a major
turning of the IMF

background level of 2 count/s) for elevation angle
values h   ÿ 8 (time intervals A, C, E and G) or
h  17 (time intervals C, I, K and M). Figure 8
strongly suggests that the low energy (50±220 keV) ion
counting rate R reaches its highest value at the lowlatitude magnetosheath and decreases with increasing
(absolute) latitudes, at times of southward or northward
turning of the IMF.
Figure 9 displays a scatter plot of the 50±220 keV ion
rate versus the magnetic latitude between 1800±2000 UT
on November 9, 1975, except for the short time intervals

C, I, K and M when the IMF turned strongly northward. We see that, for latitudes h ³ 80°, the counting
rate R of the low-energy ions decreases as the angle h
increases. The Speerman correlation coecient was
found to be r = )0.7. This indicates that there is a
very strong anticorrelation between R and h for the time
intervals examined, with a critical level of P < 0.001.
The mathematical equation that corresponds to the line
in Fig. 8, which was obtained by the method of least
squares is given by R = 11955 exp()0.077h), and suggests that an exponential equation describes well enough
the ¯ux variation as a function of magnetic ®eld latitude
h at high h values, whereas it underestimates the ¯ux in
the range 80  h  90 .
(We con®rmed a latitude-dependent 50±220 keV ion
¯ux pattern in the upstream region in almost all the 10
intense upstream magnetospheric ion events we examined in detail, where signi®cant southward or northward
turning of the IMF could be seen. In particular, we
evaluated the relative intensity gradient
GR  jÿ1 @j=@z  jP ÿ j0P = j0  2R
of 50±220 keV ions from the anisotropy of the intensities jP and j0P measured perpendicular to the direction of
the IMF (j0 is the mean intensity and R the gyroradius)
and we found: (1) the existence of signi®cant intensity
gradients toward the plane ZSE = 0 RE, (2) a change in
the direction of the intensity gradient during changes of
the IMF from a southward (northward) to a northward
(southward) direction, (3) normal values of the relative
intensity gradient of 50±220 keV ions GR £ 20±30%/
RE, and in some exceptional cases as high as GR = 60±
100%/RE, and (4) a trend for detecting a higher intensity
gradient when the elevation angle h increases. These
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Fig. 8. The time history of 50±220 keV ion
counting rate (black line) and of the
magnetic ®eld latitude (solid circles) during
a time period when the higher energy (290±
500 keV) ion counting rate were constant
(Fig. 6). The data suggest that the low
energy ¯ux of magnetospheric ions is
strongly controlled by magnetic ®eld latitude variations and that it becomes highest
near the ecliptic plane, for instance between
)8° (98°) £ h £ 17° (73°) (see the horizontal dashed lines in the ®gure). The
observations are consistent with preferential
leakage of magnetospheric ions from the
low latitude magnetopause/bow shock

results are consistent with previous relative results of
Wibberenz et al. (1985) and Anagnostopoulos et al.
(1987), who reported the existence of intensity gradients
of 50 keV ions toward the ZSE = 0 plane with
GR = 12.1%/RE and GR = 15%/RE, respectively).
The observations on November 9, 1975 contradict
the predictions of bow shock acceleration. Diusive

Fig. 9. The counting rate of 50±220 keV ion counting rate as a
function of the magnetic ®eld latitude for the data with h > 80°
shown in Fig. 8. There is a strong negative relation of the counting
rate R with the magnetic ®eld latitude h; an exponential equation well
describes the relation between R and h, in particular at higher
latitudes

acceleration, for instance, cannot explain the appearance of the forward velocity dispersion eect at the
onset, or the appearance of high energy (³290 keV) ions
under extremely short connection times (uIMF @ 90°
)110°). Furthermore, the shock drift acceleration
cannot explain the following characteristics: (a) the
¯ux-time pro®le of the 290±500 keV ions during the main
phase of the event (1800±2000 UT), which is independent of the angle hBN, (b) the detection of higher 50±
220 keV ion ¯uxes upstream from a quasi-parallel bow
shock structure (1815 UT) rather than upstream from
a quasi-perpendicular bow shock structure (1800 UT),
and (c) a high peak-to-background ¯ux ratio (p/b @ 10)
of the 290±500 keV ions (see Discussion).
Since energetic ions of energies as high as ³290 keV
were observed during a time period of intense geomagnetic activity, we accept that these ions were of
magnetospheric origin (Sarris et al., 1978; Anagnostopoulos et al., 1986). Furthermore, the whole set
of observations during that time period is consistent
with the existence of energy dependent intensity gradients from the bow shock toward the magnetopause, with
higher intensity gradients at lower energies. Because of
the existence of such gradients, IMP-8 was able to detect
increasing counting rates at low energies as long as the
IMF lines approached the magnetopause, but almost
constant rates at high energies.
Representative angular distributions of 50±220 keV
and 290±500 keV ion intensities are seen in the two
bottom panels of Fig. 6. We see that the high energy
ions show generally broad distributions, except for the
burst over the end of the event (1942 UT), when ions
show strong anisotropies along the IMF. The broad
distributions of high energy ions are consistent with
strong scattering of these ions within the magnetosheath, while the strong anisotropy at the time of the ion
burst at 1942 UT is consistent with similar observations
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during the November 1, 1984 events. Furthermore, the
Sun±Earth anisotropy of the 290±500 keV ion distributions at 1805 is most probably due to the existence of a
south±north intensity gradient of the upstream ion
population perpendicular to the IMF direction at the
position of IMP-8; this scenario is greatly supported by
the increase of the ion intensities during the IMF
turning toward the XSE = 0 plane (Fig. 6 and earlier
relative discussion). The 50±220 keV ion distributions
show: (a) strong anisotropies perpendicular to the IMF
from the sunward direction, due to the Compton±
Getting eect (shaded areas on the distributions) and
(b) highest ®eld aligned anisotropy at the time of
maximum counting rate (1920 UT).
Figure 10 displays the energy spectra detected at
1726 UT and 1942 UT (5.5 min average). The ®rst
spectrum (1) is representative of a magnetospheric
population leaking almost continuously from certain
sites of the bow shock during active magnetospheric
periods. The second spectrum (2) in Fig. 10 corresponds
to the intense ®eld aligned ion beam at 1942 UT and
shows an almost power law shape from 50 keV up to
3 MeV. The latter spectrum is characteristic of a
freshly accelerated ion population within the magnetosphere.
3 Summary of observations
The analysis of energetic ion data obtained by CCE/
AMPTE and IMP-8 reveal some very interesting
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characteristics of magnetospheric energetic ions near
the bow shock:
3.1 Flux-time pro®les
a. The ¯ux-time pro®le of the higher energy ions was
found to last longer than the pro®le of the lower ions;
i.e., the higher energy ion ¯ux onset (decay) was
observed earlier (later) than the onset (decay) of the
lower energy ion ¯uxes, displaying forward velocity
dispersion (Figs. 1, 3 and 6).
b. The time delay between the onset (decay) of the
lower and the higher energy ions depends on the time
scale of the variation of the IMF direction and on the
energies compared. It was found to be as short as 20±
40 s between ions in the energy ranges 35±49 keV and
49±71 keV and as large as 40 min between ions in the
energy ranges 50±220 keV and 290±500 keV respectively
(Figs. 1, 3 and 6).
c. The ¯ux-time pro®les of the upstream energetic
(³35 keV) ions are strongly related to variations of the
IMF direction and the substorm ion injection activity at
the nightside geostationary orbit.
d. The energetic (³35 keV) ions present before the
generation of magnetic ®eld waves in the upstream
region (Figs. 1 and 3).
3.2 Energy spectra
a. The ion spectra display a characteristic hump at
middle (49±115 keV) energies, at both the onset and the
decay phase of upstream events, with a ratio of the
event-to-pre-event ion ¯uxes as high as R ³ 400.
b. The energy spectra during the main (plateau)
phase of the event show a clear power law shape in the
energy range 50±70 £ E £ 2000±3000 keV.
c. The energy spectra display a variety of forms
between the two kinds of spectra just described (2a and
b) and often resemble the spectral forms reported earlier
by Ipavich et al. (1981) and Anderson et al. (1981).
d. A peak at 6 keV is a common characteristic of
the upstream spectrum in a broad range of angle hBn
(from almost perpendicular to almost parallel).
3.3 Angular distribution of ion ¯uxes

Fig. 10. Energy spectra during the plateau phase (1) and a burst (2) of
the 290±500 keV ions

a. The angular distributions of upstream energetic
(³50 keV) ions were anisotropic during the onset
phase and at times of intensity enhancements throughout the event; they displayed broad forms at other
times.
b. The low energy ion (E < 6 keV) population
preserved a beam-like con®guration with a peak-tobackground ratio as large as 102 upstream from both a
quasi-perpendicular and a quasi-parallel bow shock as
long as the higher energy ions (E ³ 6 keV) showed
broad angular distributions.
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4 Discussion
In this study we analyzed high time resolution ion data,
in a broad energy range, from 0.01 to 2.00 MeV, in
order to elaborate the form of the ¯ux-time pro®le, the
energy (velocity) dispersion and the energy spectrum of
ion events near the Earth's bow shock, in particular at
the onset and the decay phase. The analysis of high time
resolution data reveals that the ¯ux-time pro®le of ion
events is often longer at lower energies than at higher
energies.
4.1 Longer duration pro®les of higher energy ions
The most striking ®nding of this study is the longer
intensity-time pro®le of the higher energy ions. In all of
the three successive events observed by CCE on
November 1, 1984, we found FVD at their onset phase,
i.e., appearance of the higher (³49 keV) energy ions
before the appearance of the lower (35±49 keV) energy
ions; in one of these events (event a) the high energy
¯ux-time pro®les remained at high levels even after the
fall of the low energy ions at the pre-event ¯ux level (for
the two other events there was some data gap at the
decay phase).
There are several processes which could explain an
energy dispersion of ion intensities near the bow shock
(Anagnostopoulos et al., 1994):
a. An E ´ B drifting of various velocity ions escaping
from the bow shock. This process could explain the
FVD at the onset of events (Anderson, 1981), but it
cannot account for the FVD of the ion events observed
downstream from the bow shock.
b. During times of varying IMF, magnetospheric ions
reaching sites of the bow shock of various angle hBn (the
angle between the IMF direction B and the normal to
the shock front n), escape with dierent energies and
produce FVD. This scenario cannot explain the downstream observations as well.
c. FVD could be produced both in the upstream
region and the magnetosheath, as a result of the time
delay between particles of dierent velocities (Taktakishvili et al., 1989). This process cannot explain the
observations during the decay phase of the events.
d. A discontinuity in ion intensity j at an almost
perpendicular region of the bow shock, due to the
presence of a magnetospheric population in the magnetosheath, can produce a grad j ´ B anisotropy just
upstream from the bow shock and longer pro®les in
higher energy ion ¯ux-time pro®les. This scenario
cannot explain the energy dependent duration of the
ion pro®les in the magnetosheath as well as the long
time delays between the onset (decay) times of various
energy ions.
e. A rigidity dependent transport process within the
magnetosheath (see later). Such a model can account for
the new observations.
Pavlos et al. (1985) con®rmed a rigidity dependent
process for the leakage of the ³50 keV ions from their
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source, the plasma sheet, to the magnetosheath. In
addition, Sarris et al. (1978) found good evidence that
energetic ions propagate via a rigidity dependent leakage
process in the whole area from within the plasma sheet
up to interplanetary space. Finally, in our Fig. 8 we
schematically suggest a scenario which may explain the
production of a longer ¯ux-time pro®le of higher energy
ions near the bow shock based on the assumption of a
rigidity dependent leakage process for energetic particles
in the magnetosheath.
Magnetospheric ions, after their escape from the
magnetopause, scatter and propagate within the magnetosheath. Ions of higher energy and larger gyroradius,
are distributed over a more extensive area than the low
energy ions; consequently, they produce smoother
intensity gradients than the low energy ions. If at the
position of a detecting spacecraft an IMF of a variable
direction arrives (Fig. 11b), ions will escape from
various sites of the magnetosheath in the upstream
region and will produce dierent ¯ux-time pro®les at
various energies (Fig. 11a). More explicitly, when the
IMF turns and a ®eld line contacts the quasi-perpen-

Fig. 11. Schematic indicating how forward velocity dispersion can be
detected in the upstream region as a result of energy dependent
intensity gradients of magnetospheric protons within the magnetosheath. The higher energy protons are distributed over a large area
and are observed ®rst, when the detecting spacecraft is connected
magnetically with the bow shock
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dicular bow shock (Fig. 11; direction: 2, time: t2), the
higher energy ions, which are presumably distributed all
over the magnetosheath, will follow the ®eld line and
will reach the spacecraft; then a high energy ion ¯ux
onset will be observed. If the IMF turns back towards its
®rst direction (1), the ion intensities fall and a burst only
at high energies will be observed by the detecting
spacecraft (dashed line in Fig. 11a). Alternatively, if the
IMF direction continues to turn and connects the
upstream spacecraft with points in the magnetosheath
closer to the magnetopause (Fig. 11, direction: 3, time:
t3), where a signi®cant amount of low-energy ions exist,
a part of the low-energy ion population will escape and
will arrive at the position of the spacecraft causing the
onset of the low-energy ion ¯uxes. If, at later times, the
IMF turns toward its ®rst direction (or further turns
towards dawn), the ®eld lines will move increasingly
further away from the magnetopause (Fig. 11; direction:
2, time: t4), and the low-energy ion ¯uxes will fall in the
magnetosheath and, consequently, in the upstream
region. At even later times (Fig. 11; direction: 1, time:
t5) the high-energy ion ¯uxes will fall as well, showing a
delay with respect to the decay time of the low-energy
ion ¯uxes. This scenario explains the longer pro®les of
higher energy ions as a spatial eect, although other
processes producing FVD (see earlier) may operate at
the same time.
We would like to argue here that the arrival of the
high-energy (³50 keV) ions that was observed earlier
than the onset of the low-energy ions in the upstream
region on November 1, 1984 cannot be attributed to
shock drift acceleration (SDA). As far as we know the
strongest acceleration eects interpreted in terms of
SDA at the Earth's bow shock have been discussed in
some of our previous studies (Anagnostopoulos and
Kaliabetsos, 1994 and references therein). In these
studies we demonstrated that the peak-to background
¯ux ratio of 50±220 keV ions detected by IMP-8 near
quasi-perpendicular regions of the bow shock was 3
under the most favorable conditions. This value could
be a little higher for an ion channel in the energy range
50±70 keV (instead of 50±220 keV) under the same
favorable conditions. However, during the interval
examined here on November 1, 1984, there was no
preexisting energetic ion population of solar origin; for
instance, the background ion ¯ux of solar origin was
j @ 10)3 p/cm2 á s á sr á keV for 300 keV ions instead
of 20 p/cm2 á s á sr á keV in the study of Anagnostopoulos and Kaliabetsos (1994).
Figure 12a shows the results from a calculation of the
®nal-to-ambient proton intensity ratio JF/JA predicted
for a single encounter SDA at a planar MHD shock as a
function of the angle hBN. The calculation was based on
the analysis of Decker (1983) and it was derived for
values of the solar wind speed V = 450 km/s, angle
between the direction of the solar wind and the normal
at the shock front 0° and jump ratio of magnetic ®eld
N = 2.5. It is evident that the predicted values of the
ratio JF/JA vary as a function of the characteristic angle
hBN and are dependent on the spectral index c (for a
power law spectral form: j  E)c). For values of the
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Fig. 12a, b. The predicted intensity enhancements for a power law
proton distribution of energy 50±70 keV accelerated via shock drift
acceleration (Decker, 1983) as a function of a hBN angle and b the ratio
N of downstream±upstream magnetic ®eld, for three values of the
spectral index Y. The predicted values are much less than the observed
ones (Figs. 3, 6 and 7)

spectral index c = 1.5, 2 and 2.5 used in our calculation,
we see that the predicted maximum ratio JF/JA is 18.
In addition, Fig. 12b shows that the ratio JF/JA does not
increase signi®cantly as a function of the jump ratio N.
Thus, the calculations presented in Fig. 12 con®rm that
SDA can account for 50 keV proton intensity enhancements (p/b @ 3) observed by IMP-8 (Anagnostopoulos and Kaliabetsos, 1994). However, the
intensity enhancement JF/JA of the 50±70 keV ions
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observed at CCE ranged between 250±1250, which is
much higher than the predicted values. Furthermore,
there was no appropriate ambient proton population of
solar origin, which could explain values of the ratio
JF/JA = 20±30.
4.2 Forward or inverse velocity dispersion?
Although a large number of upstream ion events have
been published in a series of papers for more than 20
years, only recently has FVD been emphasized as a
usual characteristic of energetic ions in the vicinity of
Earth's and Jupiter's bow shock (Anagnostopoulos
et al., 1995). Our examination of a large array of ion
events near the bow shock reveals that FVD can be seen
well only if: (a) high time resolution data are used,
(b) ¯uxes from ion channels of comparative energies are
examined (ions of very dierent energies observed by
detectors of dierent noise thresholds can obscure the
initial forward velocity dispersion), and (c) the onsets of
various energy ion intensities are compared, instead of
the times of achievement of the plateau phase.
5 Conclusions
We have mentioned that the high time resolution data
used in this study reveals new features of the upstream
energetic ion population. Based on the new ion characteristics we have suggested a rigidity dependent fast
cross-®eld charged particle transport process within the
magnetosheath. This process can produce two types of
ion events near the Earth's bow shock: (a) bursts of only
high energy ions, and (b) ion events with longer ion ¯uxtime pro®les at higher energies than at lower energies. It
can also explain the generation of some high-energy ion
bursts in the vicinity of Jupiter's bow shock reported by
Zwickl et al. (1981).
The present study con®rms that various kinds of
³30 keV ion angular distributions (FABs and BADs)
and of ion spectra (from a shape with a hump at energies
50 £ E £ 215 keV up to one of a power law between
50±2000 keV and other intermediate shapes) can be
explained as re¯ecting dierent stages in the leakage
process of magnetospheric ions. It is interesting to note
that some of the ion spectra of the events analyzed
resemble the ion spectra reported by Ipavich et al.
(1981b) and Anderson (1981).
The whole data set analyzed in this study reveals a new
picture for magnetospheric ion events observed upstream
and downstream from the Earth's bow shock. The new
picture became possible due to the high time resolution
data (6 s) used for studying the onset and the decay of
upstream energetic (³30 keV) ion events and, we believe,
opens up a new perspective in the study of energetic ion
events in the vicinity of the Earth's bow shock. It is of
great importance for future studies to de®ne the extent to
which this new picture of ion events is valid.
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